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Laser%assisted%tunnelling%

Atom%with%two%internal%states%
Ladder%geometry%with%two%parallel%1D%la>ces%
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Staggered%flux%:%on%a%given%line,%
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Is%it%worth%using%internal%atomic%states?%

Difficul1es%associated%to%the%simula1on%of%la>ce%magne1sm:%

• %hea1ng%due%to%the%shaking%
• %transi1ons%to%higher%bands%(not%taken%into%account%here)%

The%resonance%condi1on%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%then%imposes%

For$a$&lted+shaken$la0ce$
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• %to%avoid%interband%transi1ons:%⌦0 ⌧ �

• %to%avoid%hea1ng%due%to%shaking,%good%
hierachy%in%the%1me%scales:% J̄ ⇠ J ⌧ ⌦

⌦ = ⌦0

J̄ ⌧ ⌦ ⌧ � :%small%tunnel%coefficients...%

For$tunnelling$between$different$internal$states:$$$

Only%one%inequality%to%fullfill:%% J̄ ⇠  ⌧ �

but'inelas8c'collisions'between'various'internal'states'can'create'other'difficul8es'
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An%example%of%flux%la>ce%(Cooper%2011)%
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One thus obtains the expected rectification of B
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/2 in these four points (see
(9)). The flux of B across the unit cell is obtained from (13):
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corresponding to two flux quanta across the cell. One can also calculate B
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For the coupling given in (14), the energies of the dressed states |�±i are / ±(1 +
C
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). Taking the lower dressed state, the energy minima of the potential are localized
in x = 0 mod ⇡ and y = 0 mod ⇡ (cf. fig. 2).

Validity of the adiabatic approximation. The validity criterion is h̄⌦ � E

recoil

,
which implies that the atoms are essentially in the tight-binding limit. In this limit, one
can consider a unit cell which is only 1/4 of the cell considered until now (e.g. 0  x, y,<

⇡), with a flux ⇡h̄ through this square. In the Hofstadter butterfly, this corresponds to
the case where the band is not fragmented, and contains two Dirac points.

2 The case of atomic transitions with more levels

In this section we consider the possible implementation of flux lattices on alkali atoms, in
the limit where the detuning of the laser light is large compared to the hyperfine splitting
of the excited state (either P

1/2

or P

3/2

). The laser light induces some Raman couplings
between the various Zeeman states of the ground energy level, and we look for a possible
flux lattice in these conditions.

In the absence of nuclear spin, we are dealing with a J
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) transition. In the presence of nuclear
spin, the algebra is slightly modify and we discuss hereafter the result obtained for the
F

g

= 1 hyperfine ground level.

2.1 General remarks in the case of a zero nuclear spin

We consider for example the case of a J

g

= 1/2 $ J

e

= 1/2 transition, irradiated by a
monochromatic laser that has all three possible components of polarization along a given
quantization axis (cf. Figure 3). The Rabi frequencies are denoted ± and 
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How%to%operate%a%flux%la>ce?%

Tight$binding$limit$?$ Because%of%the%rela1on%
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Realis1c%example%for%alkali%atoms%%

Cooper%&%Dalibard%2011%

Raman%coupling%between%
two%ground%states%N. R. Cooper and J. Dalibard
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Fig. 2: (Colour on-line) Left-hand panel: band structure for
F = 1/2 for V = 1.8ER along a path k= k(K2! 2K1)!k3/2
through the Brillouin zone. For != "= 0 (dotted blue line),
the decoupled m=±1/2 states each have two Dirac points,
indicated by circles. For weak coupling != "= 0.1 (dashed
green line) the Dirac points split in a manner that breaks time-
reversal symmetry, giving the lower two bands a net Chern
number of 1. For intermediate coupling != 0.4, "= 0.3 (solid
black line) the lowest energy band has Chern number 1. Right-
hand panel: the density of states for V = 1.8ER, != 0.4 and
"= 0.3.

spectrum at the locations of the Dirac points. For != 0
the lower two bands separate from the upper two bands
in such a way that both pairs of bands are topologically
trivial, that is each pair has net Chern number of zero.
When both ! and " are non-zero, the optical dressing leads
to a net flux through the unit cell, indicating time-reversal
symmetry breaking. Indeed, we find that for !, " != 0 the
bands can acquire non-zero Chern numbers. Specifically, in
the perturbative limit (!, "" 1) the Dirac points split in
such a way that the lower two bands have a net Chern
number of 1 provided "2/! is su!ciently small. When
"2/! exceeds a certain value (# 0.19 for V = 1.8ER) there
is a transition to the topologically trivial case described
above. Beyond the perturbative limit, as the couplings !
and " increase, the splitting between the lower two bands
increases and the lowest energy band evolves into a narrow
band with Chern number 1. An example is shown by the
solid lines and density of states in fig. 2, for which the
lowest band has a width"E # 0.1ER. The optical dressing
(2) a#ords a great deal of freedom to tune parameters to
reduce the ratio of the bandwidth of the lowest band to the
gap to the next band. For example, for V = 2ER, "= #/4,
!= 1.3, the lowest band has a width of only "E # 0.01ER
and is separated from the next band by about 0.4ER (see
fig. 3).
It is important to emphasize that the formation of this

narrow low-energy band is not simply due to compression
into a tight-binding band2. Rather it is closely related

2For a tight-binding band in the limit of vanishing tunnel coupling
when the Wannier states become exponentially localized, the Chern
number of the band must be zero [20], or a set of bands with net
Chern number zero must become degenerate.
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Fig. 3: Density of states for F = 1/2 for V = 2ER, "= #/4,
!= 1.3. The lowest band has Chern number 1, a width of about
0.01ER, and is well separated in energy from the next band.
The density of states for the lowest band has been rescaled by
1/10.

to the formation of Landau levels in a uniform magnetic
field. A continuum Landau level is highly degenerate, with
degeneracy equal to the number of flux quanta piercing the
plane. Thus, for the flux density here, of one flux quantum
per unit cell, a Landau level would have one state per unit
cell: that is one band within the Brillouin zone. The lowest
band of figs. 2 and 3, with its narrow width and Chern
number of 1, is the optical flux lattice equivalent of the
lowest Landau level.
The above scheme can be generalized to atoms of the

alkali-metal family, whose ground state nS1/2 is split into
two hyperfine levels I ± 1/2, where I is the nuclear spin.
The laser excitation is tuned in this case around the
resonance lines D1 (coupling to nP1/2 with detuning "1)
and D2 (coupling to nP3/2 with detuning "2). Let us
focus here on the lowest hyperfine level F = I $ 1/2. For
the configuration of fig. 1 the atom-laser coupling can be
written

V̂ =
!$2tot
"̄
1̂ + F̂ ·B, (5)

where "̄!1 = (1/3)"!11 +(2/3)"
!1
2 , F̂ is the angular

momentum operator in the ground state manifold in units
of !, and

Bx+ iBy = %E$0, Bz = % (|$!|2$ |$+|2), (6)

with % = ("!12 $"
!1
1 )!/[3(F +1)]. Under the unitary

transformation Û % exp($ik3 · rF̂z) the Hamiltonian
takes a similar form to (4), now with &̂z/2 replaced by
F̂z, and again with a coupling V̂ " in which $0 is replaced
by $"0 = e

!ik3·r$0 giving the unit cell of the honeycomb
lattice as before. Adiabatic motion of the atom still
leads to a dressed state with angular momentum along
the vector n that wraps the Bloch sphere once in the
unit cell. However, now the Berry phase acquired is
larger by a factor of 2F [14]. Therefore, the unit cell
contains N! = 2F flux quanta. This increase of N! leads
to an important new feature: a continuum Landau level
now corresponds to N! = 2F states per unit cell. Thus,
the analogue of the lowest Landau level is a set of 2F
low-energy bands with a net Chern number of 1. Spatial
variations in the scalar potential and flux density will
cause these bands to split and to acquire non-zero widths.
We shall illustrate the physics for F > 1/2 by describing

the properties for bosonic atoms with F = 1. This is a very

66004-p4

La>ce%depth:%2%recoil%energies%

Lowest%band%:%Chern%index=+1,%width=0.01%recoil%energy%

Gap%above%the%lowest%band:%0.4%recoil%energy%

N. R. Cooper and J. Dalibard

interactions and to the formation of strongly correlated
FQH states. We show that, even for fermions interacting
with contact interactions, there remain significant inter-
particle interactions within this low-energy band. Thus,
our scheme will allow experiments on cold atomic gases to
explore strong correlation phenomena related to the frac-
tional quantum Hall e!ect for both fermions and bosons.
In the first part of this paper we consider an atomic

species with a ground level g of angular momentum Jg =
1/2. Examples of atoms in this category that have already
been laser-cooled are 171Yb or 199Hg (level 6 1S0) [9,10].
The atoms are irradiated by laser waves of frequency !L
that connect g to an excited state e also with angular
momentum Je = 1/2. For ytterbium and mercury atoms,
we can choose e to be the first excited level 6 3P0 entering
in the so-called “optical clock” transition. The very long
lifetime of e (!10 s for Yb [11] and !1 s for Hg [12]) guar-
antees that heating due to random spontaneous emissions
of photons is negligible on the time scale of an experi-
ment. Another possible choice could be 6Li atoms, but we
estimated in this case a photon scattering rate that is too
large to maintain the gas at the required low temperature.
We assume that the atomic motion is restricted to the
xy-plane and described by the Hamiltonian

Ĥ =
p2

2M
1̂ + V̂ (r), (1)

where M is the atomic mass and p its momentum. The
matrix V̂ acts in the Hilbert space describing the internal
atomic dynamics. For an o!-resonant excitation, we can
assume that the population of e is negligible at all times, so
that V̂ is a 2" 2 matrix acting on the g± manifold [13]. Its
coe"cients depend on the local value of the laser electric
field, which we characterize by the Rabi frequencies "m,
m= 0,±1, where m! is the angular momentum along z
gained by the atom when it absorbs a photon.
In order to increase our control on the spatial variations

of V̂ , we suppose that a magnetic field parallel to the z-axis
lifts the degeneracy between the states g±. The resulting
splitting # is supposed to be much larger than the "m’s.
Hence for a monochromatic laser excitation at frequency
!L, the o!-diagonal matrix elements V+! and V!+ are
negligible compared to the diagonal ones. However we
also assume that another laser field at frequency !L+ #,
propagating along the z-axis with $! polarization (i.e.
m=#1 with the notation above), is shone on the atoms.
The association of this field with the % component (m= 0)
of the light at !L provides the desired resonant Raman
coupling between |g±$ (fig. 1(a)). Using standard angular
momentum algebra we find in the {|g+$, |g!$} basis:

V̂ =
!"2tot
3#
1̂ +

!

3#

!

|"!|2# |"+|2 E"0
E""0 |"+|2# |"!|2

"

. (2)

Here "2tot =
#

m |"m|2, #= !L#!A, where !A is
the atomic resonance frequency, and we assume
|#|% |#|, |"m|. The quantity E characterizes the field

g
!

g+

Je = 1/2

!L + "

#
!

pol.

!L

!L
!L

$

$

$
(a () b)

Fig. 1: (Colour on-line) (a) A ground level with angular
momentum Jg = 1/2 is coupled to an excited level also with
angular momentum Je = 1/2 by laser beams at frequency !L
and !L+ ". The Zeeman splitting between the two ground
states g± is ". (b) Three linearly polarized beams at frequency
!L with equal intensity and with wave vectors at an angle
of 2#/3 propagate in the xy-plane. The beams are linearly
polarized at an angle $ to the z-axis. The fourth, circularly
polarized beam at frequency !L+ " propagates along the
z-axis.

of the additional laser at !L+ #. This beam is assumed
to be a plane wave propagating along z, so that E is a
uniform, adjustable coupling. The ac Stark shift due to
this additional laser is incorporated in the definition of #.
We consider the laser configuration represented in

fig. 1(b). The laser field at frequency !L is formed by
the superposition of three plane travelling waves of
equal intensity with wave vectors ki in the xy-plane.
We focus on a situation of triangular symmetry, in
which the three beams make an angle of 2%/3 with
each other, k1 =#k/2 (

&
3, 1, 0), k2 = k/2 (

&
3,#1, 0) and

k3 = k(0, 1, 0). Each beam is linearly polarized at an angle
& to the z-axis, which leads to

!= "
3
$

i=1

eiki·r[cos & ẑ+sin & (ẑ" k̂i)], (3)

where " is the Rabi frequency of a single beam. In the
following we denote V = !"2/(3#) the energy associated
with the atom-light interaction and '=E/" the relative
amplitude of the !L+ # field with respect to the !L field.
The recoil energy ER = !2k2/2M sets the characteristic
energy scale of the problem.
The coupling V̂ is written in eq. (2) as the sum of

the scalar part !"2tot/(3#) 1̂ and a zero-trace component
that can be cast in the form Ŵ = "̂ ·B/2, where the
$̂i are the Pauli matrices (i= x, y, z). For E '= 0 and
sin 2& '= 0, the coupling B is everywhere non-zero. Sup-
pose that the atom is prepared in the local eigenstate
|((r)$ of Ŵ , with a maximal angular momentum projec-
tion along n=#B/|B|. Suppose also that it moves su"-
ciently slowly to follow adiabatically this eigenstate,
which is valid when V%ER. This leads to the Berry’s-
phase–related gauge potential i!((|!($, representing a
non-zero e!ective magnetic flux density [14]. For most
optical lattice configurations, the periodic variation of
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interactions and to the formation of strongly correlated
FQH states. We show that, even for fermions interacting
with contact interactions, there remain significant inter-
particle interactions within this low-energy band. Thus,
our scheme will allow experiments on cold atomic gases to
explore strong correlation phenomena related to the frac-
tional quantum Hall e!ect for both fermions and bosons.
In the first part of this paper we consider an atomic

species with a ground level g of angular momentum Jg =
1/2. Examples of atoms in this category that have already
been laser-cooled are 171Yb or 199Hg (level 6 1S0) [9,10].
The atoms are irradiated by laser waves of frequency !L
that connect g to an excited state e also with angular
momentum Je = 1/2. For ytterbium and mercury atoms,
we can choose e to be the first excited level 6 3P0 entering
in the so-called “optical clock” transition. The very long
lifetime of e (!10 s for Yb [11] and !1 s for Hg [12]) guar-
antees that heating due to random spontaneous emissions
of photons is negligible on the time scale of an experi-
ment. Another possible choice could be 6Li atoms, but we
estimated in this case a photon scattering rate that is too
large to maintain the gas at the required low temperature.
We assume that the atomic motion is restricted to the
xy-plane and described by the Hamiltonian

Ĥ =
p2

2M
1̂ + V̂ (r), (1)

where M is the atomic mass and p its momentum. The
matrix V̂ acts in the Hilbert space describing the internal
atomic dynamics. For an o!-resonant excitation, we can
assume that the population of e is negligible at all times, so
that V̂ is a 2" 2 matrix acting on the g± manifold [13]. Its
coe"cients depend on the local value of the laser electric
field, which we characterize by the Rabi frequencies "m,
m= 0,±1, where m! is the angular momentum along z
gained by the atom when it absorbs a photon.
In order to increase our control on the spatial variations

of V̂ , we suppose that a magnetic field parallel to the z-axis
lifts the degeneracy between the states g±. The resulting
splitting # is supposed to be much larger than the "m’s.
Hence for a monochromatic laser excitation at frequency
!L, the o!-diagonal matrix elements V+! and V!+ are
negligible compared to the diagonal ones. However we
also assume that another laser field at frequency !L+ #,
propagating along the z-axis with $! polarization (i.e.
m=#1 with the notation above), is shone on the atoms.
The association of this field with the % component (m= 0)
of the light at !L provides the desired resonant Raman
coupling between |g±$ (fig. 1(a)). Using standard angular
momentum algebra we find in the {|g+$, |g!$} basis:

V̂ =
!"2tot
3#
1̂ +

!

3#

!

|"!|2# |"+|2 E"0
E""0 |"+|2# |"!|2

"

. (2)

Here "2tot =
#

m |"m|2, #= !L#!A, where !A is
the atomic resonance frequency, and we assume
|#|% |#|, |"m|. The quantity E characterizes the field

g
!

g+

Je = 1/2

!L + "

#
!

pol.

!L

!L
!L

$

$

$
(a () b)

Fig. 1: (Colour on-line) (a) A ground level with angular
momentum Jg = 1/2 is coupled to an excited level also with
angular momentum Je = 1/2 by laser beams at frequency !L
and !L+ ". The Zeeman splitting between the two ground
states g± is ". (b) Three linearly polarized beams at frequency
!L with equal intensity and with wave vectors at an angle
of 2#/3 propagate in the xy-plane. The beams are linearly
polarized at an angle $ to the z-axis. The fourth, circularly
polarized beam at frequency !L+ " propagates along the
z-axis.

of the additional laser at !L+ #. This beam is assumed
to be a plane wave propagating along z, so that E is a
uniform, adjustable coupling. The ac Stark shift due to
this additional laser is incorporated in the definition of #.
We consider the laser configuration represented in

fig. 1(b). The laser field at frequency !L is formed by
the superposition of three plane travelling waves of
equal intensity with wave vectors ki in the xy-plane.
We focus on a situation of triangular symmetry, in
which the three beams make an angle of 2%/3 with
each other, k1 =#k/2 (

&
3, 1, 0), k2 = k/2 (

&
3,#1, 0) and

k3 = k(0, 1, 0). Each beam is linearly polarized at an angle
& to the z-axis, which leads to

!= "
3
$

i=1

eiki·r[cos & ẑ+sin & (ẑ" k̂i)], (3)

where " is the Rabi frequency of a single beam. In the
following we denote V = !"2/(3#) the energy associated
with the atom-light interaction and '=E/" the relative
amplitude of the !L+ # field with respect to the !L field.
The recoil energy ER = !2k2/2M sets the characteristic
energy scale of the problem.
The coupling V̂ is written in eq. (2) as the sum of

the scalar part !"2tot/(3#) 1̂ and a zero-trace component
that can be cast in the form Ŵ = "̂ ·B/2, where the
$̂i are the Pauli matrices (i= x, y, z). For E '= 0 and
sin 2& '= 0, the coupling B is everywhere non-zero. Sup-
pose that the atom is prepared in the local eigenstate
|((r)$ of Ŵ , with a maximal angular momentum projec-
tion along n=#B/|B|. Suppose also that it moves su"-
ciently slowly to follow adiabatically this eigenstate,
which is valid when V%ER. This leads to the Berry’s-
phase–related gauge potential i!((|!($, representing a
non-zero e!ective magnetic flux density [14]. For most
optical lattice configurations, the periodic variation of
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Summary%of%some%methods%for%simula1ng%orbital%magne1sm%

Timefindependent%
Hamiltonian%

Timefdependent%
Hamiltonian%
frequency%Ω"

No%use%of%%
internal%states%

Use%of%
internal%states%

Rota1on%with%conserved%
angular%momentum%%%%%%%%

Berry’s%phase%based%schemes%
Flux%la>ces%

Laser%assisted%tunnelling%
Spinforbit%coupling%

%Rota1on%with%a%s1rrer%

%Shaken%la>ces%

Spinforbit%coupling%

Goal%:%Reach%a%given%cyclotron%frequency%%%%%%%%%or%spinforbit%coupling%!c



Lecture%3%:%
Ar1ficial%magne1sm%and%interac1ons%
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Rota1on%and%“standard”%vortex%la>ces%

Standard%response%of%a%superfluid%to%rota1on%

• %2π%phase%winding%around%each%vortex%
• %Vortex%core%size:%healing%length%ξ%%with% µ =

~2
2M⇠2

Number%of%vor1ces%Nv%?%%
Answer%from%Feynman:%compare%the%quantum%velocity%field%
and%the%expected%one%for%a%classical%fluid%

v =
~
M

r[phase]
v = ⌦⇥ r

I
v · dr =

~
M

2⇡Nv 2⇡⌦R2Along%a%circle%of%radius%R:%

Nv =
M⌦R2

~
⇢v =

Nv

⇡R2
=

M⌦

⇡~

Checked%experimentally%at%MIT%

vortex%density:%
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The%limit%of%fast%rota1on%
z

x

y

Condensate%at%rest%

⌦

z

x

y

Rota1ng%condensate%

Rota1on%frequency%%Ω%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Trap%frequency%ω%%%

The%effec1ve%trapping%poten1al%is%reduced%by%the%centrifugal%poten1al:%
1

2
M

�
!2 � ⌦2

�
r2

• %%The%cloud%density%goes%down.%
• %%The%healing%length%ξ%(core%size)%goes%up.%
• %%The%vortex%density%tends%to%a%constant%(Feynman):% ⇢v =

M⌦

⇡~ ⇡ M!

⇡~

The%limit%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%or%equivalently%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%corresponds%to%the%entrance%in%the%LLL%regime%%%%%%%⇢v⇠
2 & 1 µ . ~!

A`alion,%Blanc,%Dalibard,%2005%
Matveenko,%Kovrizhin,%Ouvry,%Shlyapnikov,%2009%

Ho,%2001%
Cooper,%Komineas,%Read,%2004%
Fischer,%Watanabe,%Baym,%Pethick,%2004%
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�1 0 +1 +2 +3m = �2

Single%par1cle%states%for% ⌦ ! !

n0 = 0

n0 = 1

n0 = 2

n0 = 3

�1 0 +1 +2 +3m = �2

~!

Harmonic%trap%at% ⌦ = 0

Add%
to%go%in%the%rota1ng%frame%

�⌦Lz = �m~⌦

LLL%

The%limit%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%corresponds%to%
a%restric1on%to%the%lowest%Landau%level%%

µ < ~!
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LLL%states%

2~! LLL%
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? r2 ei2' e�r2/2a2

?

= um e�r2/2a2
?

u = x+ iywith%:%

Eigenstates%:%

m = 0 1 2 3 4

General%LLL%wave%func1on%:% �(r) =
X

m

↵m�m(r) = P (u) e�r2/2a2
?

polynomial%:%%P (u) =
X

m

↵mum =
m

maxY

m=1

(u� um)

Around%the%root%um%of%the%polynomial,%the%phase%rotates%by%+2π :%vortex%!%%

In%the%LLL,%it%is%equivalent%to%specify%the%wave%func1on%%%
(coefficients%αm)%or%the%vortex%posi1ons%(roots%um)%

The'vortex'core'size'is'similar'to'vortex'separa8on'
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p
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Ground%state%in%the%LLL%(mean%field)%
A`alion,%Blanc,%Dalibard%%

Twofdimensional%problem:%interac1ons%described%by%a%contact%poten1al%
~2
M

g �(2)(r)

Dimensionless%constant% g =
p
8⇡

a

az

a%:%3D%scaFering%length%

az%:%“thickness”%along%the%z%direc1on%=
r

~
M!z

Typical%values:%g%between%0.01%to%1%

sis of the structure of the vortex lattice, based on a minimi-
zation of the Gross-Pitaevskii energy functional within the
LLL. We find that the vortices lie in a bounded domain, and
that the lattice is strongly distorted on the edges of the do-
main. This leads to a breakdown of the rigid body rotation
hypothesis which, as said above, would correspond to a uni-
form infinite lattice with a prescribed volume of the cell. The
distortion of the vortex lattice is such that, in a harmonic
potential, the coarse-grained average of the atomic density
varies as an inverted parabola over the region where it takes
significant values !Thomas-Fermi distribution". A similar
conclusion has also been reached recently in #13,14$. In ad-
dition to the atomic density profile, our numerical computa-
tions give access to the exact location of the zeroes of the
wave function, i.e., the vortices.
An example of relevant vortex and atom distributions is

shown in Figs. 1!a" and 1!b" for n=52 vortices. The param-
eters used to obtain this vortex structure correspond to a
quasi-two-dimensional gas of 1000 rubidium atoms, rotating
in the xy plane at a frequency !=0.99", and strongly con-
fined along the z axis with a trapping frequency "z / !2#"
=150 Hz. The spatial distribution of vortices corresponds to
the triangular Abrikosov lattice only around the center of the
condensate: there are about 30 vortices on the quasi-regular
part of the lattice and they lie in the region where the atomic
density is significant: these are the only ones seen in the
density profile of Fig. 1!b". At the edge of the condensate,
the atomic density is reduced with respect to the central den-
sity, the vortex surface density drops down, and the vortex
lattice is strongly distorted. Our analytical approach allows
us to justify this distortion and its relationship with the decay
of the solution.
The paper is organized as follows. We start !Sec. I" with a

short review of the energy levels of a single, harmonically
trapped particle in a rotating frame, and we give the expres-
sion of the Landau levels for the problem of interest. Then,
we consider the problem of an interacting gas in rotation, and
we derive the condition for this gas to be well described by
an LLL wave function !Sec. II". Sections III and IV contain
the main original results of the paper. In Sec. III, we explain
how to improve the determination of the ground state energy
by relaxing the hypothesis of an infinite regular lattice. We
present analytical estimates for an LLL wave function with a

distorted vortex lattice, and we show that these estimates are
in excellent agreement with the results of the numerical ap-
proach. In Sec. IV we extend the method to nonharmonic
confinement, with the example of a quadratic+quartic poten-
tial. Finally we give in Sec. V some conclusions and perspec-
tives.

I. SINGLE PARTICLE PHYSICS IN A ROTATING FRAME

In this section, we briefly review the main results con-
cerning the energy levels of a single particle confined in a
two-dimensional isotropic harmonic potential of frequency "
in the xy plane. We are interested here in the energy level
structure in the frame rotating at angular frequency ! !$0"
around the z axis, perpendicular to the xy plane.
In the following, we choose ", %", and %% / !m"" as units

of frequency, energy and length, respectively. The Hamil-
tonian of the particle is

H!
!1" = −

1
2

!2 +
r2

2
−!Lz = −

1
2

!!− iA"2 + !1 −!2"
r2

2
!1.1"

with r2=x2+y2 and A="&r. This energy is the sum of three
terms: kinetic energy, potential energy r2 /2, and “rotation
energy” −!Lz corresponding to the passage in the rotating
frame. The operator Lz= i!y"x−x"y" is the z component of the
angular momentum.

A. The Landau level structure
Equation !1.1" is formally identical to the Hamiltonian of

a particle of charge 1 placed in a uniform magnetic field
2!ẑ, and confined in a potential with a spring constant 1
−!2. A common eigenbasis of Lz and H is the set of !not
normalized" Hermite functions:

' j,k!r" = er
2/2!"x + i"y" j!"x − i"y"k!e−r

2
" , !1.2"

where j and k are non-negative integers. The eigenvalues are
j−k for Lz and

Ej,k = 1 + !1 −!"j + !1 +!"k !1.3"

for H. For !=1, these energy levels group in series of states
with a given k, corresponding to the well-known Landau
levels. Each Landau level has an infinite degeneracy. For !
slightly smaller than 1, this structure in terms of Landau
levels labeled by the index k remains relevant, as shown in
Fig. 2. The lowest energy states of two adjacent Landau lev-
els are separated by &2, whereas the distance between two
adjacent states in a given Landau level is 1−!(1.
It is clear from these considerations that the rotation fre-

quency ! must be chosen smaller than the trapping fre-
quency in the xy plane, i.e., "=1 with our choice of units.
Otherwise the single particle spectrum Eq. !1.3" is not
bounded from below. Physically, this corresponds to the re-
quirement that the centrifugal force m!2r must not exceed
the restoring force in the xy plane −m"2r.

B. The lowest Landau level
When the rotation frequency ! is close to 1, the states of

interest at low temperature are essentially those associated

FIG. 1. The structure of the ground state of a rotating Bose-
Einstein condensate described by an LLL wave function !)
=3000": !a" vortex location and !b" atomic density profile !with a
larger scale". The reduced energy defined in Eq. !2.6" is *
=31.410 7101. The unit for the positions x and y is #% / !m""$1/2.

AFTALION, BLANC, AND DALIBARD PHYSICAL REVIEW A 71, 023611 !2005"

023611-2

Regular%la>ce%at%center%%%
Inverted%parabola%shape%typical%of%ThomasfFermi%regime%with%%%

⇤ = 3000Example%for%%

RTF / ⇤1/4

Vortex%number:%Nv / ⇤1/2

but%only%one%relevant%parameter:%

⇤ =
Ng

1� ⌦/!

Three%dimensionless%parameters:%
N, g, ⌦/!



Experiments%in%the%LLL%

Boulder%:%evapora1ve%spinfup%method,%which%allowed%to%reach%%

⌦ = 0.993!

merge in the LLL limit. An alternate treatment due to
Baym and Pethick [8], on the other hand, predicts that A
saturates at 0.225 in the LLL. Our data for A are plotted
in Fig. 4. For !!1

LLL < 0:1 the data agree reasonably well
with our numerical result. For larger !!1

LLL the data clearly
show saturation of A at a value close to the LLL limit [8],
rather than a divergence of A as ~"" ! 1. Further details
on vortex core structure will be provided in a future
publication [25].

In conclusion, we have created rapidly rotating BECs
in the lowest Landau level. The vortex lattice remains
ordered, but its elastic shear strength is drastically re-
duced. In expansion images we find no divergence of
vortex core area as ~"" ! 1, as well as no deviation from
a radial Thomas-Fermi profile. Additionally, our rapidly
rotating BECs approach the quasi-two-dimensional limit.
We remain far from the regime in which quantum fluctu-
ations [14] should destroy the lattice, but observing the
effects of thermal fluctuations [26,27] in this reduced-
dimensionality system may be possible.
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FIG. 4. Fraction of the condensate surface area occupied by
vortex cores, A, measured after condensate expansion
(squares), plotted vs the inverse of the lowest Landau level
parameter, #!LLL$!1 " 2 #h"=!. The data clearly show a satu-
ration of A, as ~"" ! 1. Dashed line: prediction (see text) for
the pre-expansion value at low rotation rate. Dotted line: result
of Ref. [8] for the saturated value of A in the LLL.
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100%000%Rb%atoms,%the%trap%is%effec1vely%2D%once%rota1ng%

Frac1onal%core%area%of%the%vor1ces%Ω%:%good%agreement%with%the%predic1ons%

which means that both gravity and the magnetic field are
acting to pull it downward. To counter this force a downward
uniform vertical magnetic field is added to pull the quadru-
pole zero below the condensate so that the magnetic field
gradient again cancels gravity. The field is applied within
10 !s, fast compared to relevant time scales. In this manner
the cloud is again supported against gravity. To reduce cur-
vature in the z direction, the TOP trap’s rotating bias field is
turned off, leaving only the linear magnetic gradient of the
quadrupole field. This gradient is tuned slightly to cancel
gravity.
Using this technique, we are able to radially expand the

cloud by more than a factor of 10 while, at the same time,
seeing less than a factor of 2 axial expansion. Unfortunately
even this much axial expansion is unacceptable in some
cases. In the limit of adiabatic expansion, this factor of 2
decrease in condensate density would lead to an additional
!2 increase in healing length during expansion. Thus, fea-
tures that scale with healing length, such as vortex core ra-
dius in the slow rotation limit, would become distorted. The
effect of axial expansion on vortex size was first noted by
Dalfovo and Modugno [34].
To suppress the axial expansion, we give the condensate

an initial inward or compressional impulse along the axial
direction. This is done by slowing down the rate at which we
transfer the atoms into the antitrapped state. The configura-
tion of the ARP is such that it transfers atoms at the top of
the cloud first and moves down through the cloud at a linear
rate. These upper atoms are then pulled downward with a
force of 2g (gravity plus magnetic potential), thus giving
them an initial inward impulse. Finally, the ARP sweep
passes resonantly through the lowest atoms in the cloud:
they, too, feel a downward acceleration but the axial mag-
netic field gradient is reversed before they can accumulate
much downward velocity. On average the cloud experiences
a downward impulse, but also an axial inward impulse. Nor-
mally the ARP happens much too fast for the effect to be
observable but when the transfer time is slowed to
200–300 !s the effect is enough to cause the cloud to com-
press axially by 10%–40% for the first quarter of the radial
expansion duration. The cloud then expands back to its origi-
nal axial size by the end of the radial expansion.
Despite our best efforts to null out axial expansion, we

observe that the cloud experiences somewhere between 20%
axial compression and 20% axial expansion at the time of the
image, which should be, at most, a 10% systematic error on
measured vortex core radius. The overall effect of axial ex-
pansion can be seen in Fig. 1, where images (b) and (c) are
similar condensates and differ primarily in that (c) has un-
dergone a factor of 3 in axial expansion while in (b) axial
expansion has been suppressed. The effect on the vortex core
size is clearly visible.
Because almost all the data presented in this paper are

extracted from images acquired after the condensate ex-
pands, it is worth discussing the effect of radial expansion on
the density structure in the cloud. In the Thomas-Fermi limit,
it is easy to show that the antitrapped expansion in a para-
bolic trap, combined with the mean-field and centrifugally
driven expansion of the rotating cloud, leads to a simple
scaling of the linear size [35] of the smoothed, inverted-

parabolic density envelope. As R" increases, what happens to
the vortex-core size? There are two limits that are easy to
understand. In a purely 2D expansion (in which the axial size
remains constant), the density at any spot in the condensate
comoving with the expansion goes as 1/R"

2, and the local
healing length # then increases over time linearly with the
increase in R". In equilibrium, the vortex core size scales
linearly with #. The time scale for the vortex core size to
adjust is given by $ /! where ! is the chemical potential. In
the limit (which holds early in the expansion process) where
the fractional change in R" is small in a time $ /!, the vortex
core can adiabatically adjust to the increase in # and the ratio
of core size to R" should remain fixed as the cloud expands.

FIG. 1. Examples of the condensates used in the experiment
viewed after expansion. Image (a) is a slowly rotating condensate.
Images (b) and (c) are of rapidly rotating condensates with similar
in-trap conditions. They differ only in that (c) was allowed to ex-
pand axially during the antitrapped expansion. The effect on the
vortex core size is visible by eye. Images (a) and (b) are of the
regularity required for the nearest-neighbor lattice spacing
measurements.
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vortex%la>ce%%
with% ⇠ ⌧ a?

Limits%of%the%LLL%meanffield%theory%

Number%of%par1cles%:%N!

Number%of%singlefpar1cle%states%that%are%effec1vely%occupied%=%number%of%vor1ces%

When%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%,%one%can%significantly%lower%the%ground%state%energy%by%%
considering%correlated%states%  (r1, . . . , rN ) 6=  (r1) . . . (rN )
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How%to%find%these%correlated%states?%
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A%few%remarkable%configura1ons%

When%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%,%the%vortex%la>ce%melts%because%of%quantum%fluctua1ons%Nv ⇠ N

10

When%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%or%more%precisely%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%(filling%factor%½),%Laughlin%state%%Nv = 2N

PLau.(u1, u2, . . . , uN ) =
Y

i<j

(ui � uj)
2 total%polynomial%degree:%

L = N(N � 1)

Never%two%par1cles%at%the%same%place:%strong%correla1ons!%

Zero%interac1on%energy%for%a%contact%poten1al:%
~2
M

g
X

i<j

�(2)(ri � rj)

Separated%by%a%gap%from%all%other%states%with%the%same%angular%momentum%

Egap ⇡ 0.1 g ~! RegnaultfJolicoeur%

m
max

= 2N

Cooper,%%Wilkin,%Gunn%%
Sinova,%MacDonald,%et%al%
Lewenstein,%Barberan,%et%al%

When%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%or%more%precisely%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%(filling%factor%1),%%
MoorefRead%(Pfaffian)%state%(never%3%par1cles%at%the%same%loca1on)%

Nv = N m
max

= N

Egap ⇠ 0.05 g ~! Chang%et%al.%
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Incompressible%states%
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How%can%one%detect%these%correlated%states?%

Reduc1on%of%inelas1c%losses%

Laughlin'state:'never'two'par8cles'at'the'same'loca8on'

Gap%between%the%ground%state%and%all%excited%states%

Flat'density'profile'for'a'Laughlin'state'in'a'harmonic'poten8al'

Roncaglia,%Rizzi,%Dalibard,%%
calcula1on%for%9%par1cles%

it can be covered adiabatically in half time with respect to the above
situation (see Fig. 5).

A natural extension of our analysis is to consider a simultaneous
ramping of a and s, in order to minimize the total evolution time
while fulfilling the adiabaticity criterion. To this aim, constrained
optimization techniques can be implemented using the data of the
vector (Fs,Fa), represented in Fig. 5. Experimentally, another effec-
tive way of reducing the adiabatic ramp time is to increase the inter-
action coupling constant c2, hence the gap, via either Feshbach
resonances23 or a tighter longitudinal confinement vz. For a ramp
of a only, our numerical calculations with N 5 9 give T < 65,43,20 for
c2 5 0.33,0.5,1.0, respectively, corresponding to the empirical scaling
law T<20c{1

2 .
Finally we briefly address the consequences of some of the

unavoidable experimental imperfections on the proposed scheme.
The two principal perturbations that we can foresee are the imperfect
centering of the plug beam and the residual trap anisotropy. We
model these defects by writing the dipole potential created by the
plug beam as U9w 5 a exp [22[(x 2 v)2 1 y2]/w2], and by adding the
term u(x2 2 y2)/2 to the single-particle Hamiltonian to account for

the static anistropic defect. Here v and u are dimensionless coeffi-
cients characterising these imperfections. These two coupling terms
break the rotation symmetry: in their presence, the angular
momentum is not a conserved quantity anymore and the gas will
undergo a cascade from L 5 LLau down to states with no angular
momentum, by populating the first excited LL. To get a conservative
estimate, we impose the very stringent condition that the total angu-
lar momentum remains unchanged over the adiabatic ramp time,
and we estimate the corresponding constraint on u and v using time-
dependent perturbation theory (see Methods). The constraint on u is
certainly the most challenging one. We find that the maximal tol-
erable trap anisotropy umax/2DLau=N<0:2c2=N . Taking u , 1023

as a realistic trap anisotropy, we find that our scheme should be
operational for atom numbers up to Nmax 5 100 for c2 5 0.5.

Discussion
One of the simplest techniques to probe cold atomic setups consists
of taking time-of-flight (TOF) pictures3. The absorption image of the
density profile expanded after releasing the harmonic confinement
contains indeed useful informations about the initial situation in the
trap. In the specific case of bosons in the LLL regime, the density
profile is self-similar in time and the TOF picture simply magnifies
the original particle distribution in the trap24. Given the direct con-
nection between single-particle angular momenta and orbital radius
(see Methods), a TOF image allows one to compute the angular
momentum. The v 5 1/2 Laughlin state with N particles exhibits a
fairly flat profile of density 0.5 inside a rim of radius ,

!!!!
N
p

.
Observing such TOF images would be already a first hint that one
has effectively reached the QHE regime.

Multi-particle correlations offer even more insight into the many-
body state. These correlations are directly accessible if one uses a
detection scheme that can resolve individual atoms with sub-micron
resolution25, 26. Alternatively the two-body correlation function can
be tested at short distances using the resonant photo-association of
spatially close pairs27. The amount of produced molecules is indeed
directly related to the correlation function g(2)(0), which is also in
direct correspondence with the interaction energy H2h i=c2 (Fig. 3b).
Since the Laughlin state belongs to the kernel ofH2, its presence will
be signaled by a strong suppression of two-body losses. Moreover, in
a strict analogy with solid state physics, we can imagine an experi-
ment to measure FQHE plateaus in physical quantities. Namely, by
varying the rotational offset d in the giant vortex preparation stage it
is possible to change L by steps of N, i.e. move the penetrating mag-
netic flux in units of single quanta. Removing now the plug, the
system will fall in a sequence of incompressible FQHE states: the
final g(2)(0) is expected to display plateaus at discrete values as a
function of initial d.

Figure 4 | Density profile during adiabatic evolution (N 5 9). The leftmost panel corresponds to a giant vortex like structure, whereas the rightmost one
depicts the flat disk shaped profile of the Laughlin state. In the upper row s 5 1 is kept constant while a 5 1., 0.5, 0.4, 0.3, 0.2, 0.1, 0. The last part
of the ramp down procedure 0 , a = 0.1 is the slowest, due to the large value of Fa in this region (see Fig. 3c). In the lower row we squeeze the laser waist
s 5 1., 0.5, 0.25, 0.125, 0.025, 0.00625, 0. at fixed intensity a 5 1.: particles spread towards the inner part of the trap in a different way, corresponding in a
lower value of Fs and faster allowed rates of change. For systems within LLL, density profiles after trap release and time-of-flight imaging will simply
display rescalings of these pictures.

Figure 5 | Map of adiabaticity requirements. Absolute value of the vector
(Fs, Fa) is plotted in the coloured map for N 5 9, evidencing the large value
of Fa at large s 5 w2/(N 2 1) and small a, as well as the more favorable
condition if one uses a reduction in time of the beam waist. The two paths
described in the text give T , 40 (solid blue line) and T , 20 (dashed blue
line). Superimposed white arrows represent the directions of the vector
(Fs, Fa). This plot can serve for conceiving more intricate paths with the
help of optimization techniques.
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